This paper addresses risk awareness of stochastic optimization problems. Nested risk measures appear naturally in this context, as they allow beneficial reformulations for algorithmic treatments. The reformulations presented extend usual Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations in dynamic optimization by involving risk awareness in the problem formulation.
Introduction
Risk measures have been found useful in various disciplines of applied mathematics, particularly in mathematical finance and in stochastic optimization. Many applications involve them in various places to account for risk. It is hence natural to investigate risk measures in a multistage or dynamic optimization framework as well. One of the first occurrences of dynamic risk measures in the literature is Riedel [23] , conditional risk measures are discussed in Ruszczyński and Shapiro [27] (consider also the references therein).
It seems that there is no general consensus on how to incorporate risk measures in a more general framework which involves time. One of the conceptual difficulties arising in a problem setting involving time is time consistency. In short, the decisions considered optimal at some stage of time should not be rejected from a later perspective.
Risk-averse multistage stochastic programs incorporate risk awareness in multistage decision making. These problems have been considered in Ruszczyński [26] and Dentcheva and Ruszczyński [6] , while applications can be found in Philpott and de Matos [19] , Philpott et al. [20] or Maggioni et al. [14] , e.g., where stochastic dual dynamic programming methods are addressed, cf. also Römisch and Guigues [25] , Girardeau et al. [9] . In economics, the spread between risk-averse and risk-neutral preferences is associated with a risk or insurance premium. For this, the prevailing idea of risk in these papers is the interpretation as insurance on a rolling horizon basis. This paper introduces conditional risk functionals based on the history of the governing stochastic process. These functionals are nested to obtain risk functionals accounting for the risk at each stage of the stochastic process. We elaborate their continuity properties and for important cases we compare them with simple risk measures spanning the entire horizon as a whole.
Building on the idea in Pflug [16] we introduce the nested distance via conditional probabilities. We relate these concepts by verifying that nested risk functionals are continuous with respect to the nested distance and provide an explicit expression of the modulus of continuity.
Martingales are present in stochastic optimization since its very beginning, cf. Rockafellar and Wets [24] . The approach taken here to verify the results is based on generalized martingales. They reflect the evolution of risk over time, as risk measures replace risk-neutral expectations. It is demonstrated that the nested distance, as well as nested risk measures, follow martingale characteristics in this generalized sense.
It is a consequence that risk-averse multistage stochastic programs are continuous with respect to the nested distance. The optimal solutions constitute a stochastic process, which again follows a martingale-like pattern. We finally give a verification theorem. This is a risk-averse generalization of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations, which are well-known from dynamic optimization.
Outline of the paper. Section 3 introduces nested risk functionals after an introductory discussion (Section 2). Section 4 addresses the main featurs of the nested distance which are important and relevant to cover the discussion on continuity of the multistage stochastic programs in Section 5. Risk martingales are introduced in Section 6. We conclude with the main result in Section 7.
Notation and preliminaries
We consider the Polish spaces Ξ t , d t , t ∈ {1, . . . , T }. We shall associate t ∈ {1, . . . , T } with stage or time advancing in discrete steps from 1 to T , where T ∈ {1, 2, . . . } is the time horizon (terminal time) or final stage. Each space Ξ t , t = 1, . . . T , contains the information revealed at time t. In what follows it will often be sufficient to consider the spaces Ξ t = R m t .
The product Ξ := Ξ 1:T := Ξ 1 × · · · × Ξ T is endowed with the metric d and
is Polish as well (for example, choose
). We denote elements x ∈ Ξ 1:T by x 1:T := x = (x 1 , . . . , x T ) and by pr t the canonical (i.e., coordinate) projection pr t (x 1:T ) := x 1:t onto the subspace Ξ 1:t := Ξ 1 × · · · × Ξ t . To allow a compact notation we also introduce the empty tuple
On the Borel sets F T := B(Ξ 1:T ) we consider the probability measure
The probability measures restricted to the sub-sigma algebra F t := σ(pr t ) are the image measures defined by
where A ∈ B(Ξ 1:t ), the Borel sigma algebra on Ξ 1:t . The sequence F := F 0:T := (F t ) T t=0 is the canonical (i.e., coordinate) filtration and (Ξ 1:T , F 0:T , P) is a filtered probability space (a.k.a. stochastic basis), where we include the trivial sigma algebra F 0 := {∅, Ξ 1:T } for completeness and convenience.
The disintegration theorem (cf. Dellacherie and Meyer [5, or Ambrosio et al. [1, Section 5.3] ) allows 'disintegrating' the probability measure with respect to the coordinates.
Theorem 1 (Disintegration theorem).
There is a regular kernel, i.e., a P t -a.s. uniquely defined family of measures P (·| x 1:t ) so that (i)
. The conditional probability measures
are called (regular) kernels and the substring x 1:t is also called a fiber.
By disintegrating the measures P t and composing their kernels at subsequent stages we obtain the nested expressions
and the conditional probability measures
Both expressions reveal the initial probability measure P, which can be seen by substituting t = T in (3) or t = 0 in (4).
Remark 2. The kernels derived from the projected measures (2) are conditioned on the history x 1:t and they do depend explicitly on the entire history up to t. In the Markovian case this dependence reduces (simplifies) to
An important algorithm in stochastic optimization is Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming (SDDP). In this context the probabilities are typically assumed to be stagewise independent, i.e., P t+1 (· | x 1:t ) = P t+1 (·) (cf. Goulart and da Costa [10] ).
Conditional and nested risk measures
To define conditional risk functionals we recall the definition of law invariant, coherent risk functionals R : L → R defined on some vector space L of R-valued random variables first. They satisfy the following axioms introduced by Artzner et al. [2] .
, whenever Y and Y ′ have the same law, i.e., P(Y ≤ y) = P(Y ′ ≤ y) for all y ∈ R.
We shall make frequently use of the following proposition, which is an immediate consequence of the monotonicity axiom A1. 
is the most prominent coherent risk functional satisfying the axioms A1-A5 above. The Average Value-atRisk at risk level α = 0 is the expectation,
and, for Y ∈ L ∞ , the convenient setting 
where S is an appropriate collection of distortion functions and
The vector space L can be assumed to be L = {Y : R σ (|Y |) < ∞} (cf. Pichler [21] 
The representation of the distortion risk functional (6) implicitly involves the probability measure P via the expectation E and the Average Value-at-Risk in (7) . We want to make the probability measure P explicit by rewriting (6) as
where the expectation in AV@R α;P is with respect to the probability measure P as well, cf. (5). 
Conditional risk measures
To define conditional versions of risk measures on product spaces we employ the conditional measures available by the disintegration theorem, Theorem 1.
Definition 7.
Let S t+1 be a collection of distortion functions. The conditional risk measure or risk measure conditioned on the fiber x 1:t of the regular kernels of the probability measure P is
As a consequence of Theorem 1(i) and the representations (6) and (7), the mapping
is a random variable on Ξ 1:t , which is P t a.s. well-defined and measurable with respect to F t . For t = 0, the conditional risk functional (9) is
, a deterministic number.
Nested risk measures
The conditional risk measures (9) are well-defined on a fiber x 1:t . As each risk functinoal (10) is a random variable, they can be combined and considered in the following recursive, or nested way.
Definition 8 (Nested risk functional)
. Let s, t ∈ {1, . . . , T } with s < t. The nested risk functional for a sequence S s+1:t := S s+1 × · · · × S t of collections of distortion functionals is
Remark 9. The nested risk functional R S 1:T (·) maps real-valued random variables Y : Ξ → R defined on Ξ to the real line. The nested risk functional satisfies generalizations of the axioms A1-A4, but it is not law invariant any longer, i.e., A5 is not necessarily satisfied.
The construction employed in Shapiro [29] to discuss rectangular sets is similar to nested risk measure given in Definition 8 above. Indeed, they can be recovered by choosing the feasible set as given in the general representation (8) . A major difference is given by the fact that law invariant risk functionals have the Kusuoka representation (8), which is not the case for more general risk functionals.
Importantly, the nested risk measures are recursive as specified in the following proposition.
Proposition 10. The nested risk functional R S t+1:T is recursive, it holds that
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of the recursion (11) in Definition 8.
Example 11 (Conditional expectation). The risk-neutral special case is given by choosing the simplest distortion functions S t+1 = {1}, i.e., the distortions consisting only of the constant function σ(·) = 1(·) = 1. In this case the risk functional (9) is
is indeed an F t random variable). The recursion (12) reflects the tower property of the conditional expectation.
Definition 12 (Nested Average Value-at-Risk, cf. Pflug and Römisch [18] ). The nested Average Value-atRisk for α s+1:t ∈ [0, 1] t−s is a composition of AV@Rs at risk levels dependent on the state t. More explicitly, we set
The nested Average Value-at-Risk can be bounded by the Average Value-at-Risk. Indeed, it follows from Xin and Shapiro [34 
The distance adapted to nested risk measures
Generalizing the concept of distance from probability spaces to filtered probability spaces corresponds to generalizing the distance from random variables to stochastic processes. As a metric for probability measures we recall the Wasserstein distance first here, which we then generalize to a metric of stochastic processes.
Wasserstein metric
Consider the Polish space (Ξ, d) and probability measures
on the Borel sigma algebra F := B(Ξ).
Definition 13 (Wasserstein metric). Let P andP be probability measures on Ξ and r ∈ [1, ∞). The Wasserstein metric of order r with respect to the cost function c : Ξ × Ξ → R is w r (P,P; c) := inf
where the infimum in (14) is among all bivariate probability measures π ∈ P(Ξ × Ξ) with marginals P and P, i.e.,
For the Wasserstein distance of order r = 1 we shall also write simply w(P,P).
Remark 14. The Wasserstein metric introduced in (14) is based on a cost functions c(·) (cf. also Villani [33] ). This setting slightly generalizes the usual definition, which is based on the distance function d of the space
In what follows, this extension will be essential.
The nested distance
The Wasserstein metric w r introduced in Definition 13 is of course well defined for measures P andP on the product space (Ξ 1:T , d). The nested distance generalizes the Wasserstein metric by involving the filtration in addition. The filtration carries the information revealed over time. The filtration considered here is the coordinate filtration, and for this we may introduce the nested distance on coordinate basis as well, i.e., sequentially by defining the process stage by stage.
Definition 15 (Cost process, nested distance). Let P andP be probability measures on Ξ 1:T , let r ∈ [1, ∞) and let c :
(i) Cost process c t for t = T down to 0:
We shall refer to c T also as the terminal cost function.
(b) The cost functions c t for t < T are defined in a backwards recursive way by
where w r is the Wasserstein metric of order r.
(c) The cost-process is the stochastic process c = (c t )
(ii) The nested distance: let c = (c t )
T t=0 be the cost process with terminal cost
the distance of the space Ξ 1:T (cf. (1)). The nested distance of order r ≥ 1 of the measures P andP is
Remark 16. The function c t is defined for (x 1:T , y 1:T ) ∈ Ξ 1:T × Ξ 1:T , but its definition in (17) notably involves only the truncated states (x 1:t , y 1:t ) ∈ Ξ 1:t × Ξ 1:t . The cost function c t thus is unambiguously defined for (x 1:t , y 1:t ), irrespective of future realization (x t+1:T , y t+1:T ). It follows that c t is F t ⊗ F t measurable and the cost process (c t ) T t=0 is adapted to the filtration F ⊗ F . In particular, c 0 is independent of the formal argument (x 1:T , y 1:T ) (the string x 1:0 is empty for t = 0 in (17)) so that c 0 is a number (c 0 = dI r P,P ∈ R) and the nested distance is well-defined by (19) .
Remark 17. It is a consequence of Hölder's inequality that w r P,P ≤ w r ′ P,P whenever r ≤ r ′ . By monotonicity of (17) we thus get that
Remark 18 (Relation to Wasserstein metric). For T = 1 we have Ξ 1:T = Ξ 1 and there are no intermediary stages present. In this case, the nested distance reduces to the usual Wasserstein metric and it holds that dI r P,P = w r P,P; d (T = 1).
Remark 19. As for the Wasserstein distance we also write dI(P,P) if the order is r = 1 (cf. Remark 14) .
An important case in practice is the cost functions, where costs occur sequentially at every stage and total costs are accumulated over time. The cost process reflects this additive property, as the following proposition outlines.
Proposition 20 (Additive cost functions). Suppose the terminal cost function is of particular form
where 
Further, the nested distance is dI r P,P =c 0 .
Remark 21. The recursive equation (23) is actually the initial attempt in defining a distance on the nested spaces Ξ t × P(Ξ t−1 ) for the particular case r = 1, where P(Ξ t−1 ) is the set of probability measures on Ξ t−1 . We refer to Pflug [16] for the initial and complete discussion on nested spaces and nested distances.
Proof. From (17) we have that
As d j are F t−1 -measurable for for every j < t it follows further that 
Characterization as a martingale
For the measure P we have given the nested expressions (3) and (4) based on kernels explicitly. In the same way one may glue together the kernels which are optimal in (17) to compute the nested distance and cost process. To this end denote the optimal kernels on Ξ t × Ξ t obtained in (17) by π t (· × · | x 1:t , y 1:t ). A well-known result of Brenier [3, 4] (see also McCann [15] ) asserts that the Wasserstein problem (14) attains the infimum at a unique bivariate measure π for the quadratic cost function c(x, y) = x − y 2 , if both measures P andP have finite variance and do not give mass to small sets (cf. Villani [33, Theorem 2.12]); the measures π t (· × · | x 1:t , y 1:t ) thus exist.
The global measure governing all kernels then is
. . .
. . . π 2 (dx 2 , dy 2 | x 1 , y 1 ) π 1 (dx 1 , dy 1 ),
The measure π is a bivariate measure on the entire space
We have the following alternative characterization of the governing bivariate measure (24).
Proposition 23.
The conditional marginals of the measure π defined in (24) satisfy
for every t ∈ {0, . . . T − 1}.
Proof. The most inner integral in (24) satisfies ∬
by construction of the measure π(·, ·| x 1:T −1 , y 1:T −1 ). This is (25) for the terminal time t = T − 1.
Suppose now, by backwards inductions, that the marginal (25) is valid for t + 1. Then
where we have used the decomposition (24), the induction hypothesis, the decomposition (4) and the setting A t+1:T := A t+1 × A t+2:T , . We conclude that identity (25) is valid for all t.
The remaining identity (26) follows analogously.
The process (c t ) T t=0 given in Definition 15 is constructed by recursively averaging with respect to the conditional measures of π given in (24) . We thus have the following characterization as a martingale. (24) and r ≥ 1. Then the cost process c = (c r t ) T t=1 is a martingale with respect to π and the canonical filtration, i.e.,
Theorem 24 (Martingale characterization). Let π(·, ·) be the measure defined in
Proof. By definition of the process c t in (17) we have that
where π(·, · | x 1:t−1 , y 1:t−1 ) is the measure with marginals P(· | x 1:t−1 ) andP(· | y 1:t−1 ), resp., for which the Wasserstein distance attains the infimum in (17) . This is the conditional martingale property for the fibers (x 1:t−1 , y 1:t−1 ). The assertion follows as the measure π in (24) combines these optimal, conditional measures.
Corollary 25 (Alternative characterization). The nested distance is given by
dI r P,P = inf π (E π d r ) 1 /r = inf π ∬ Ξ×Ξ d(x, y) r π(dx, dy) 1 /r ,
where the infimum is among all probability measures π ∈ P(Ξ × Ξ) satisfying the conditional marginal constraints (25)-(26). The infimum is attained for the measure π defined in (24).
Proof. Let π(· | ·) satisfy the marginals (25)- (26) . Then every conditional measure π(·, · | x 1:t−1 , y 1:t−1 ) satisfies the constraints (15)- (16) to compute the Wasserstein distance. It follows that dI r (P,P)
The measure π defined in (24) satisfies the constraints (25)- (26) as well. However, we have from Theorem 24 that c r t is a martingale. The assertion follows from the power property of the conditional expectation, as c r T = d r and
hence the result.
For additive cost functions the distance of the individual stages have to be taken care of. The following corollary describes the process in analogy to Proposition 20 above. Proof. This is immediate asc r t = c r t − t−1 j=1 d r j by definition of the process (22) and as c t is a martingale by Theorem 24.
Continuity properties
The risk functionals defined in (6) above are continuous with respect to the Wasserstein distance. We generalize the results here and verify that nested risk functionals are continuous with respect to the nested distance. This section elaborates the modulus of continuity. (27) for some β ≤ 1. Then
Proposition 27 (Continuity of risk functionals). Let R S be a general risk functional according (8). Suppose that the random variables
where q ∈ (1, ∞] is the Hölder conjugate exponent of r (the order of the Wasserstein metric) for which
Proof. Let ζ ≥ 0 with E ζ = 1 be chosen so that the supremum in (8) is attained up to ε > 0, i.e., E Y ζ > R S;P (Y ) − ε. Let π have marginals P andP. Note that E π ζ = E P ζ = 1, so that R S;P (Ỹ) = R S;π (Ỹ) ≥ E πỸ ζ .
It follows from Hölder's inequality that
Now note that (E ζ q ) 1 /q = σ q where σ(·) := F −1 ζ (·) ∈ S is the generalized inverse distribution function. We obtain the desired result by taking the infimum in (28) over all possible measures with marginals P and P and after letting ε → 0.
For the remaining inequality observe that
by Hölder's inequality, so that
This is the assertion.
Corollary 28 (Continuity of the Average Value-at-Risk). Suppose that
Proof. This is a special case of Proposition 27 for r = 1 and q = ∞ (cf. Example 6).
Theorem 29 (Continuity of nested risk functionals). Suppose that the random variables Y : Ξ → R is Hölder continuous with constant L and exponent
β ≤ 1, |Y (x) − Y (y)| ≤ L · d(x, y) β .
Then the nested risk functional R S 1:T (Y ) is continuous with respect to the nested distance, it holds that
Proof. We infer from Proposition 27 withỸ = Y that
where the terminal cost function is the distance as in the definition of the nested distance (cf. (18)),
Define the random variables
so that we have
by (29) and the definition of the process c t in (17) . The random variables Y T −1 andỸ T −1 thus satisfy the condition (27) with respect to the cost function c T −1 . So we may again apply Proposition 27 to the measures P (· | x 1:T −2 ) andP (· | y 1:T −2 ) and repeating this procedure for t = T − 2 down to t = 0 gives
with terminal cost function c T = d. We have that c 0 = dI r P,P and thus
The result follows finally by exchanging the probability measures P andP.
Corollary 30 (Continuity of the nested Average Value-at-Risk). Suppose that Y is Lipschitz continuous with constant L. Then the nested Average Value-at-Risk, nAV@R, is continuous with respect to the nested distance dI. More precisely, it holds that
Proof. The statement for r = 1 is immediate by the definition of the nested Average Value-at-Risk, Corollary 28 and Theorem 29. The statement for general r ≥ 1 follows from (20) .
Dynamic equations and the martingale property
In what follows we consider multistage optimization problems with cost function
where a sequence of subsequent decisions z t ∈ Z t , t = 0, . . . T, is chosen from Z 0:
To account for risk-averse decision making under uncertainty we involve risk functionals at each stage.
Definition 31 (Policy). The random variable z t : Ξ → Z t is a random policy or decision at time t, t = 0, . . . T . The decision z t is nonanticipative (or adapted) if z t : Ξ → Z t is F t -measurable for every t = 0, . . . T , abbreviated by z t ⊳ F t . The function z : Ξ → Z 1:T with z(x) t := z t (x) is nonanticipative (adapted; in short, z ⊳ F ), if each component z t is nonanticipative for every t = 0, . . . T .
Proof. Denote the set of simple functions
which is a simple function again and measurable. (The maximization (32) actually defines a directed set or preorder on s.) It holds that Q(z ′′ (·), ·) ≤ Q(z ′ (·), ·) and Q(z ′′ (·), ·) ≤ Q(z(·), ·) and the set {Q(z(·), ·) : z ∈ s} thus is closed under pairwise minimization. It follows from Karatzas and Shreve [12, Theorem A.3] that there is a sequence z n (·) of simple functions so that ess inf
and thus the assertion.
Corollary 37. Let s be a set of policies containing all simple functions and suppose that
is upper semi-continuous for every z ∈ Z. Then there exists a sequence z n (·) of policies so that
Proof. The set s contains the constant functions and thus
We have that {x : inf z ∈Z Q(z, x) < α} = z ∈R {x : Q(z, x) < α} for every α ∈ R so that the additional assumptions ensure that x → inf z ∈Z Q(z, x) is measurable. The assertion thus follows as
where z n (·) is the sequence found in Proposition 36.
Convention 38.
In what follows we shall always understand the measurable version when writing inf z ∈Z Q(z, ·), i.e., we set inf
The preceding Corollary 37 provides general conditions so that the convention is void and automatically valid in these cases. 
Proof. The result is a consequence Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem in view of our setting (34) and the representation as nonincreasing limit given in (31).
Martingale characterization
Section 4.3, in particular Theorem 24, characterize the nested distance as a martingale process. This concept extends to the value process of the stochastic optimization problem when generalizing the concept of martingales. We incorporate risk awareness in the definition of the martingale term first and characterize the optimal solution of the multistage stochastic optimization problem as a martingale with respect to the risk functionals involved.
Definition 40 (Risk martingale). The stochastic process v = (v t ) T t=0 is a submartingale (supermartingale, resp.) with respect to the risk functionals R S t (an R-submartingale, for short), if
for very t ∈ {0, 1, . . . T }. The process v t is an R-martingale, if (35) holds with equality.
For the expectation, R = E, the notion of an R-martingale (sub-, supermartingale, resp.) coincides with the usual term martingale (sub-, supermartingale, resp.).
, which is an R-submartingale, satisfies in addition
This follows as the risk functionals R S t are monotone (Axiom A1) and from the recursive definition of the nested risk functional given in Definition 8.
be an adapted policy. Then the process
is an R-martingale with terminal value v T = Q z 0:T (·); · .
Proof. Choosing t = T in the defining equation (36) gives v T (x 1:T ) = Q z 0:T (x 1:T ); x 1:T and thus (37). Apply R S T and it follows from (37) that
as z is adapted. This is the desired martingale property for t = T − 1. Apply next R S T −1 to the latter equation and observe that
which is the assertion for t = T − 1. The general assertion is immediate by repeatedly applying the risk functional corresponding to the individual stage.
As a consequence we have the following immediate property of an optimal policy. 
The value process is a martingale
Associated with the optimal solution of the reference problem (30) is an optimal policy. We shall characterize the evolution of this process now by highlighting their martingale properties. 
where the infimum in (38) is among all adapted processes z t:
.
Remark 45. The value process at initial time t = 0 is
this value coincides with the risk-averse multistage stochastic program (30) given in Definition 33. The quantity v * 0 is a deterministic number and not random. In addition, we have for t = T that
so that the terminal value function does not involve a risk measure any longer and the terminal optimization problem is deterministic, i.e., not random either.
Theorem 46 (Submartingale characterization of the value process). The value process is an R-submartingale for any given policy z 0:T .
Proof. We have that
where we have employed (34) in (39). The result follows now, as that value process (38) is the infimum among all z t:T ⊳ F t:T , while the infimum in (40) is among z t:T ⊳ F t:T , which is one dimension less. Dynamic optimization employs verification theorems which give sufficient conditions for a solution to the optimal control problem, cf. Fleming and Soner [7, 
Proof. Applying the conditional risk functional R S t (· | x 1:t−1 ) to (38) gives
where we have used the montonicity axiom,A1 and Propositon 3 to obtain "≤" in (42). The converse inequality "≥ " involves the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem and is a consequence of Proposition 39. At this stage take the infimum with respect to z t−1 ⊳ F t−1 and thus
which is the martingale property of the value process v(z). The remaining equation (41) The dynamic equations derived in this section can be employed to characterize optimal solution of the multistage stochastic optimization problem. The conceptual advantage lies in the fact that each stage can be considered for its own. For this the dynamic equations can be employed in algorithms to improve suboptimal policies at each stage individually.
Continuity of risk-averse multistage programs
The value of the risk-averse multistage stochastic optimization problem (30) depends on the probability measure P. We shall make this explicit by writing 
It is known that the risk-neutral version of the multistage problem (43) is continuous with respect to changing the probability measure.
The following main result elaborates continuity of the risk-averse problem with respect to the nested distance and gives the modulus of continuity explicitly.
To be more specific we emphasize that z is a vector of functions, z = (z t ) T t=0 and further, each z t is a function of the variables x 1 , . . . , x t , z t = z t (x 1:t ). Jensen's inequality applies to each function z t and each argument x t separately, so that the inequality (49) is actually the result of applying Jensen's inequality t times repeatedly at each stage t. Now let ζ be chosen so that EỸ t ζ > R S t:T ;P(· |y 1:t−1 ) (Ỹ t ) − ε ′ and AV@R α (ζ) ≤ (α ∈ (0, 1) ) for some σ(·) ∈ S t . As the risk functional is recursive we deduce from (45) and (46) that Y t−1 − Y t−1 − ε ′ = R S t:T ;P(· |y 1:t−1 ) (Ỹ t ) − ε ′ − R S t:T ;P(· |x 1:t−1 ) (Y t )
≤ E π Q z(y); y ζ(y) − E π Q z(x); x ζ(y) ≤ E π E π Q z(x); y) | pr(x, y) = y ζ(y) − E π Q (z(x); x) ζ(y), The result finally follows by letting ε → 0 and by interchanging the role of P andP.
Summary
This paper addresses risk-averse stochastic optimization problems. To define the risk functionals based on partial observations we introduce conditional risk measures first. They are defined on fibers and can be composed to nested risk measures. We demonstrate that these nested risk measures are continuous and we establish the modulus of continuity. As a consequence, the optimization problems are continuous as well, these problems inherit the modulus of continuity from the risk functionals. All results come along with characterizations as generalized martingales. It is demonstrated that the underlying distance is a usual martingale with respect to the natural filtration. The value functions are shown to follow a generalized, risk-averse martingale pattern as well.
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